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1. IiiCroductiun 
It is a particular pleasure for n ie io have this opportunity i« «-n» » », .* v„« the r;~- • ' .|ii.J>iii; 

beams as the standard lechnology for high-energy-physirs arrelrran-r-. M> u-xu r a n « I:I s,rinir.-
lias br-eti intimately lied up in the transition from the old fixed-targi-t i< 'liin>|ii>< to ?uilidiijg*bfHiu 
work 1 hate M a kind of double life both as a ntarluiu- t-ujIJ* r .. I as an *-Ap<-nnienter 
taking part in building and using the first of the coHidnig-U-am m.-r l.m. - tin- Pmiceton-Staiifurd 
Electron-Electron Collider, and building the nu»t reci-M adtario- n> <h-- r.-clini>h.gj. the Stanford 
Linear Collsder The beginning was in 1959. and in the 34 war* MH>-- iln-rf has I'ctn a surces'ion 
c-f both eiectrun and proton colliders that haie increased the av;nlaM>' ri-iiier.of-iiiass energy fc>r 
1 I ar«1 collisions by more than a factor of 1000 

The history of that advance for both electron and proton rollid-n | const it uent cmer-of-niass 
energy is plotted versus time of t i e first physics experiment) is shown in Fig. I P i t important 
number for the experimenter, the constituent center-af-maes energy lias increased by about a fan™ 
of ten ev?rj twelve vears for both ttnds of systems On the eWU"ii liii". one can see a kind of 
complete cycle in accelerator technology, from the birth of the coll id in R- beam storage ring to us 
culmination in LKP EI and the beginning of the next technique for high-energy electron missions 
the linear collider. On the proton line, one has gone from ih.j first l.i.-l i initiative, the ISR at 
CERN which used conventional magnets, to the superconducting magnet* that are u*ed 111 all of 
the proton colliders built today 

For the historians here. I regret to say that very little of tins story otn he found in ihe 
conventional literature Standard operating procedure for the acce|,-iator physics community lias 
bfen publication in conference proceedings, which can he obtained with some difficulty, but evii 
more of the critical papers are in internal laboratory reports that \n-re circulated informally and 
that may not even have been preserved. In this presentation I shall rdn»" what happened based 011 
u;> personal experiences and what literature is available 1 rati speak from considerable experience 
on the electron colliders, for that is the topic in which I was most intimately involved On proton 
coJliders my perspective is more that of an observer than of a participant, but I have dug into the 
literature and have been close to many of the participants. There are others here at this symposium 
who can perhaps fill in any gaps that I leave. 
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XL T h e beginnings 

The earliest writing that I Jtao» cf on «In '• 'ii-ui.' 11. n • .f mm Kn.>-s lasi d on the collision o f m o 

particle beams is by Rolf Waderoe, wbri • .1 • at . la <J- rr: ,i. |wii i i , r :n 11 •• technique in May. 1853 

In si. he discussed collisions betm-een tin s.uii. ku..j r.l .1, |. ^ Ipr icij-jroioii). different particles 

(prDtDn-dtmeron), and particles of tjjij •.n.it*' • 'Jir^i ft .• • r.„rfiti.! >rn \\ deroe has said that the 

cdea came to him in 1M3 when IK- r.-aj./.- : il.it .:. S< . I.-M-IMH Mir r„. v (colliding auiomubiles 

u ius example) iw> partacles colliding al <"|u il '>"-ri'... • ;• ! •I.s'-ip ' i-mr nrnes as much energy as 

cuse particle or the same energy colliding *nt. a -I'Ji.l.-.i ,i!TiH< it :• n In the colliding-beani case. 

n o beams of <*(]U3l energy have twire as. nm t. ••I,II^> .1 * -ii.j.lr ' < am roliiding with a largi-i at 

rest. l»ul you achieve four limes as much r< .i n-n <•:.. - t . 

Nothing canit of Wideroes id>-«] '] In-i.n;. t i 

industry at tl't- time ttili) bltle r<<ni»cl w it h | • .;.l 

was really conceptual in nature, an<i dni <•'•< »•' IN-* 

ihese beams into collision, iajert unoili- in*rli.ti-~ .-. 

The wal beginning of colliding brums tw--» !•. i ; •;.. r I KrM ct af , 3 published in parly 

1956. Kersl •»'as the leader of the Midn-nt Inr, rsr.c - hv» -,I.|I Ahtoriatian (MUFLA) u-hirh *as 

the training ground for so inany of i.i» inipurtaii' a. •<.-;• -r. i (iruunsis of the 1960s and ?0J- The 

MURA group was wording cm the design of a n--iv l i i i i • >'. .. r, hr< Ton. the so-called Fixed-Field 

Alternating-Gradient (FFAGj Synchrotron In In*. [.<•; • r l.< rv u-rnnt. 

The possibility of prudu^mg interacti. rit u '•>•. im^. . .nrd.nates by directing 

beams against each other lias nflcii be. u r, ,- , • ; : I ui tiio lutc-nsjties of beams 

so far available hate made the jdpa in,-rani, ni 1 und field alternating-gradient 

accelerators offer the possibility of ol taming su1iiri< tuli mt< n- beams so that 

il may r jar be reasonable to reconsider dirertni|> tut, l.<arr» of approximately 

equal energy at each other in this circumstance, two 21 G-B<-V accelerators are 

equivalent to one machine of "000-BeV 

Kent and his colleagues had recognized in the relativist!" raw- the enormous advantage of 

colliding beams over the fixed-target technique in attaining very high <-m-rgy (far greater than the 

factor of four in Wideroe's coa-relativislic example), and also analyzed the intensity requirements to 

gel sufficient reaction rale to be able to use a tolliding-beam niarliuii> as a useful physics tool. They 

c.lso considered background generated from interactions on ihe residual gas in the vacuum chamber, 

circulating beam lifetime, and stacking many cycles to bujid up the necessary beam intensity 

Kerst and his colleagues* Physical Review letter was, of course, the culmination of discussions 

that had been going on at MURA for some time and that had exriled considerable interti-i in a 
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broader cotumunity. Activity built up very quickly, as can be seen in the Proceedings of the 1956 
CERN Accelerator Conference * Kent, in his conference paper, expands considerably on the original 
MURA paper, looking at the complete injection cycle, phase-space limitations, space-charge effects 
etc 

At this same symposium a new actor came on stage, G K O'Neill of Princeton University 
He too was interested in proton-proton collisions at very high center-of-mass energies and h** 
introduced the nation of the accelerator-storage ring complex Beams would be accelerated to some-
high energy in a synchrotron and then transferred into two storage rings with a commun straight 
section where the beams would interact. Since the beams at htgh energy need much less space m ati 
accelerator vacuum chamber than is required for beams at injection the high-energy storage rings 
would have smalter-cross-section magnet* and vacuum chambers, thus adding little to ibe cost of 
the complex, but at the same time enormously increasing the scientific potential O'Neill noted. "If 
storage rings could be added to the 25 GeV machines now being built at Brookfaaven and Geneva, 
these machines wculd have equivalent energy of 1340 GeV or 1 3 TeV " He also observed. "The 
use of storage rings on etectroo synchrotrons in the GeV range would allow the measurement of 
the electron-electron interaction at ceoter-of-mass energies of aoout 100 times as great as are now 
available. The natural beam damping in such machines might make beam capture somewhat easier 
than in the case of protons." That observation was to have a profound effect on O'XeilJ's career 
(and mine), as well as on particle physics. 

Bow to realize a colliding-beam machine was the question The MURA FFAG accelerators 
discussed by Kerst were enormously complex, and none had ever been built at that time (nor has one 
been built since) There was considerable concern about whether FFAG machines would actually 
work as well as their proponents claimed. At the same lime, the problem of injection into the 
proton-synchrotron storage-ring complex that O'Neill and others discussed was thought to be very 
difficult. Indeed, O'Neill's original idea of using a scattering foil for injection was soon proved to 
be impossible. On the other hand, injection and beam stacking in an electron storage ring looked 
easy because of synchrotron-radiation damping, as shown schematically in Fig. 2. An electron 
beam could be injected off-axis into a storage ring and would perform betatron oscillations around 
the equilibrium orbit. These oscillations would decrease exponentially over time in a properly-
designed magnet lattice because or the emission of synchrotron radiation. When these oscillations 
had damped sufficiently, another bunch could be injected into the storage ring and would damp 
down on top of the first one. Since phase-space was not conserved in the presence of radiation, 
there was, in principle, no stacking problem. 
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UL The Princeton-Stanford storage ring 
In the mid-1850* the most powerful electron accelerator in the world with an external beam was 

the tier 700-MeV iinear accelerator at the Stanford University High Energy Physics Laboratory 
(HEPL} O'Neill visited fl£PL in 1957 to discuss colliding beams with W.K.U Panofsky, then 
tbe director of that laboratory, and to seek local collaborators His goal was to develop the new 
coHiding-beam technology as well as to demonstrate it by using the new techno logy for physics 
Tbe energy of the lin&c was sacb as to allow an experiment that would go far beyond anything 
that had ever been dome before in testing the theory of quantum eleetrudynamics. arid radiation 
damping made injection simple, allowing one to get on to confronting tiif more basic questions 
of beam stability, beam-beam interaction, etc , that O'Neill felt would Le the limitations on large 
proton colliding-beam systems, which were really dearest to in* heart 

OTSejil and Panofsky quickly recruited W C Barter and myself to join tb<l project Barber 
*a* a senior scientist at HEPL who had built a 40-MeV linear accelerator that was u&"i for nuclear 
structure studies He «oev the laboratory and, probabl> niorf important he was very good at 
cost estimating and keeping the project moving I was a post-doc who had come to HEPL m 
1955 because I wanted bo use the linac to test quantum electrodynamics 1 was actually doing 
such an experiment at the tame, studying large-angle electron-positron pair production which could 
test QED to 70 MeV/c. While this experiment would be the most sensitive test then done, the 
opportunity to do it at 1 GeV/r with tbe new colliding-beam system was too much for me to resist 
O'Neill added another physicist, Bernard Gittelman. who was just finishing his Ph D at MIT. ani 
we four set out on what we thought would be a great adventure of only a few years' duration The 
adventure turned into something mare like die voyages of Odysseus, for we were confronting the 
unknown and uncovered many problems that had to be solved 

Tbe experiment (CBX) would have two 12-m circumference electron storage rings, with one 
common straight section. It would require the world's largest ultra-high vacuum system (two cubic 
meters at 10~* tarr). It needed injection kicker magnets faster than anything that existed at the 
time (£0 ns pulse width, including a reasonable flat top) To do physics, it would require the storage 
of beam currents in the IDO's of miliiampere range A photo of the partly completed machine is 
shown in Fig 3 

In the design we thought through many issues. We had a model of the beam-beam interaction, 
which turned out to be wrong, but which gave us the right limit. We thought the limitation from 
beam-beam cnilisiss effects vssH seme from a shift in the effective focusing strength of the magnet 
system (betatron tune) to the nearest integer or half-integer resonance In designing the QED test 
we arbitrarily derated that number by a factor of ten and used a tune-shift limit of 0025, which 
turns out to be very dose to tbe limit that modern electron colliders achieve. We worried about ton 
trapping in tbe circulating electron beams and designed in electrostatic clearing fields to remove 
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the ions (they were Deeded). We worried about what are now called chromatic effects (the change 
in betatron frequency with energy within the stored beam) and designed in correctors to reduce 
the chomaticity to zero- Interestingly, this turned out to be vital, although we did cot know a 
until subsequent machines without these corrections showed a beam instability 

The Office of Naval Research (ONR). a %*ry imaginative organisation that was then th«-
principal supporter of fundamental research in physics, funded the project to tbe tune of $500.0111) 
in December 1958. thanks to the persuasive powers of Panofskj Ai die time this was the largf&t 
sum ever devoted by ONR to a single experiment. The first beam *as stored on March 2*, 1962 
the first physics results testing QED were presented in 1963. and th? facility was finally shut down 
in 196tt During that time we had to confront many new problems For example, we found thai 
synchrotron radiation desorbed enormous amounts of gas from the walk of our supposedlv cJt-au 
vacuum chamber, and we had to redesign the system to eliminate all oil diffusion pumps W'«-
found what is called now the long-range-wake instability and learned to cure that wuh octupol*-
magnets. We found a coherent coupled-beam transverse instabihu that we fixed by separating thf 
tunes of the two rings We found that the beam-beam interaction did, m fact, lead to significant 
beam degradation at tune shifts of 0025 for head-on collisions and at the same limit applied for 
crossing-angle operations. 

In those early years, CBX was a mecca for all who were interested in colliding-beam machines 
We bad a constant stream of visitors from laboratories in the U S and Europe, three of whom 
merit special mention because of their important contributions to understanding and solving thr-
new problems that we faced. Tbey were Ernest Courant, David Ritson and Andrew Sessler The 
start of the CBX project encouraged others to think seriously about storage rings With the storage 
of the first circulating beams in CBX in 1962. it was dear to all that colliding-beam machines could 
be built, and plans began to move ahead rapidly for machines at man) places. 

IV. T h e change to e lectron-positron colliders 

Colliding-beam systems offered the potential fo. vast increases in the attainable center-of-mass 

energy that would allow the particle physicists to probe much more deeply into the ultimate 

structure of matter, While the Princeton-Stanford machine had the double goal of proving out 

the technology and doing particle-physics experinn-ats. the physics potential or the machine was 

limited Quantum electrodynamics could indeed b* tested to much smaller distances than ever 

before, but only one or two other specialired experiments (*" +t~ — f*~ + p - , for example) could 

be done. 

In the late '50s and early '60s it began to be realized that the electron-positron system offered 

a much richer vein from which to mine information about the elementary particles Figure 4 

shows the Feynmann diagram for electron-positron a/mihtlalion In this reaction, the electron and 
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positron form a virtual photon, and that virtual photon can product any system that has either 

charge or magnetic moment AJJ such final states are accessible Ete'tron-positron annihilation 

not cciJv had the potential .'or studying quantum electrode namirs via the elastic-scattering process 

or tht: two-photon annihilating process, but also had the potential to study hadromc final states 

as ireli In those days, one talked about such things as form factors or structure functions of the 

hadrons, for example, and sLudies of different kinds of hadrumr final states could reveal the relative 

structure functions of different kinds of particles 

lo the CBX group, we had discussed conversion to a machine aimed at the electron-positron 

systeni ! bad come to the realization of the benefits of this system in 1958. s and bad discussed it 

wilb the group We decided on discretion Eiectron-posilruii co'Iidiiig bemus would bt more difficult 

liaan electron-electron rings, for we would need such things ai i»u Learns circulating in one ring 

faster kicker magnets, a positron source, etc We felt that u-e had enough problems in developing 

tins technology in the electron-electron system, where we a« i«-asi had a very high-powered electron 

beam for injection, and had the flexibility of having the iw, beams in separate rings 

"Hie first step in the ejeclron-positron direction was taken in Italy, and the key personality was 

Hrono Touschek * There is a seminal moment in this story that occurred at a seminar by Tou&chek 

at Frascation March 7.1960, in which Touschek outlined the scientific potential of elect ran -positron 

•usihiJaiion studies 

Giorgio Salvini. then director of the FrascaU laboratory, and tne high-energ} physics 

community i s Italy were immediately convinced by Touscliek s argument and began to work to 

bring « + e ~ colliders to life 

The first machire was called AdA, and it was brought into operation Less than a year after 

Touschek's seminar l l was 2 very simple design with a torroidat vacuum chamber and magnet, 

and could be built rapidly Injection was made by converting an in coming gamma-ra> beam on a 

target that protruded slightly into the vacuum chamber The synchrotron radiation process would 

allow a small fraction of die elect-ms and positrons pair-produced on the convert .t to b* Lrapped 

tn the vacuum chamber Because of Ibis, the machine had a i»n low injection efficiency, a ier> 

low cxrcclaliDg beam current, and a very low luminosity ' AdA was quite small, only about a meter 

or so in diameter The entire machine was physically moied in front of the gamma-rav beam to 

inject the counter-circulating electron and positron beams { Fig 5i 

In ir>\ opinion. AdA was a scientific curiosity thai contributed little of significance [ 0 the 

development of colliding beams However, the project did keep interest at a high pitch in Italy 

while a much more important facility called ADONE was being designed While ADONh" u-as to 

be the first of the high-energy electron-positron colliders capable of getting intu the region wher* 

many different kinds of hadrons could be produced, the first particle physics results actually ram'' 
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from two smaller machines that were completed earlier. I will digress brieftv before getting back to 
the important story of ADOKE 

The two smalW machines were ACO. a 450 by 450 Me\ strong-foe using ring built ai the Orsa> 
laboratory in France, and VEPP 11. a 500 by 500 MeV weak-for using machine built ai Novosibirsk 
in the USSR. Both machines were completed in 19G6. and the first results of their high-ewrgi 
physics experiments were submitted for publication around the end of 1967 Both eMpe-nni«-iit» 
looked at ir-pair production and studied the ^-resonance wuh a precision newer befoiv attained 
ft is hard to know exactly when the Novosibirsk group started on electron-positron worfc At th<-
accelerator conference in 1961 there was no mention of any such work in Novosibirsk, while in 1963 
the VEPP II project was well under way* VEPP II was seriously damaged by a fire in 19l>». and the 
reconstruction of the machine took about two years. By thai tunc, the French group had explored 
the region around the p. resonance extensively, and Novosibirsk was never again a serious player in 
particle physics using these colliding beams, but they certainly have contributed and continue to 
contribute enormously to developing the technology 

V. A D O N E 

The ADONT project was the teal goal of the Julian program that had been stimulated 
by Touschek's seminar. Serious design work began on this project in J Sol under the direction 
of Fernando Amman. The energy was let at 1 5 Gev per beam, high enough for multiple 
particle production, including meson and baryon resonances The machine was to be strong* 
focusing with a radius of approximately 16-5 meters. Construction was started in 1965. and the 
project was completed in 1967. 

Soon after commissioning of the machine was begun, a new beam-instability problem was 
discovered—the so-called head-tail instability. The instability limited both the positron and electron 
circulating beams to very low intensity. In 1968. Claudio Pellegrini of Frascati and Matthew 
Sands of SLAC analyzed the problem and solved it. The instability was driven by what the 
accelerator physicists called the "chromaticity," i.e . the variation of betatron oscillation frequency 
with momentum. Their analysis also indicated the cure, and the ADONE machine was soon 
equipped with sextupole magnets with which the chromaticiiy could be adjusted to the proper 
sign to cure the problem. It is interesting to note thai the CBX collaboration had avoided this 
instability by building a correction into ends of the bending magnets in that machine We had uo 
real reason to do it—it seemed like the right thing to do at the time. 

Experimental physics began on ADONE in 1958 The early results had a great impact on m* 
and on some others in the high-energy-physics community, for the cross-section for multiple hadrori 
production was much larger than expected. The early results are shown in Fig 6, where the solid 
line shows what was expected by most at that time The cross-section should have decreased 
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lexy rapidly above the p-resonanee and dropped to quite small value*. h\ the tune one reached the 

maximum energy that ADONE was capable of, 3 G«"V li clearly did iivi, but unfortunately the 

•Mtpwiiments from the four groups working on the machine werv ii)ruiibi^ti-ii!, »t>J tiiat iiiruuMslerK} 

led la a certain skepticism about the validity of the results 1 was nut skeptical, fur the result* at 

high energy disagreed much more with theory than they disagreed with each other 

A DONE'6 unpad on high-energy physics was dulled by the choice of experiments T«> quote* 

from Araaldi again: 6 

Between the tendency to resign alt. or almost all. the avaiUM* resource*- to a 

single group thai thus could have disposed of high-performance equipin-'tii arid 

the opposite tendency of dividing the Game fluids betueen various groups, each 

by necessity endowed with an apparatus of limited performance it was certainly 

not easy to find the right compromise! The solution finally adapted involved an 

excessive fragmentation of the financial means, with consequent-* not completely 

Favorable from the scientific stand-point, and a certain disappointment to Bruno 

Touschel »ad Fernando Amman. 

After the first results were in. the four groups working on ADONF began discussions with the 

management of the laboratory on follow-on detectors. These discussions went on for a very long 

time because of the reasons noted try Amald). By the time a detector of sufficient capability to do 

justice to the physics was ready, the science had passed ADONE by 

V L S P E A R , C E A * n d D O R I S — T h e N e x t Generat ion 

If building CBX was like the voyages of Odysseus, then building S PEA It was more like the 

labor of Sisyphus We rolled the boulder up the hill seven limes (1964 1370) before pushing it over 

the top. 

The project that came tt< be SPEAR was horn in 1961. I mentioned earlier the discussions thai 

the CBX group had had on conversion of the e~e~ rings to ane*f" ring and the decision we made 

to keep on with our original course. However, I remained convinced of the importance of r*e~ 

colliders for the study of hadron physics, and in 196J. before the first beam was stored in CBX. 

I. together with David Ritson (recently come to Stanford from MIT as a member of the Physio 

Department faculty), began serious discussions on the design of a high-energy e+e~ collider Our 

first problem s=ss to define "high energy," for that would not only define the physics program but 

also set the scale of the project. With the help of the Stanford theoretical physicists, we soon 

settled on 3 GeV per beam, far enough above threshold (we hoped) to get into the "high energy" 

regime where structure could be compared free of threshold effects 
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We continued our preliminary work on the machine design, and in 1962 Panofsky (b> then 
the director of Project M: the design phase of what would become SLAC), invited roe to *ei up 
a group at Project M to prepare a proposal to be submitted to the Atomic Energy Comm-tsion 
Panofsky was and is a man of remarkable vision. Be had immediately recognized the importance 
of O'Neill's proposal in 1957. and obtained the necessary funding to build it He had remained the 
eminence grise behind the project, smoothing the fiscal and technical paths when needed Now he 
was betting a great deal on a 31-year old assistant professor who wanted to look at hadron physics 
in a new way. I wonder if anyone could take such a risk now? We have now more committees, more 
detailed reviews, and more conservatism in our field. Even then, it could be done only under the 
umbrella of a large laboratory, where a small proportion of resources could be devoted to a v«r> 
high-risk, high-payoff gamble. 

In 1963, a preliminary proposal was seat to the AEC justifying the proposal because. ". >t is 
in the held of strong interactions that we believe the storage ring can make its main contributions 
to physics." The proposal already included a full-solid-angle coverage (4ir) magnetic detector In 
1964, the formal proposal was submitted. 

However, physicists at the Cambridge Electron Accelerator (CEA) also submitted a proposal 
for an « + e~ colliding-beam project. The AEC now bad to deal with two proposals, and the> 
set up a review committee chaired by Jackson Laclett of LBL to conduct a comparative review 
The committee recommended proceeding with the SLAC proposal, but expressed concern about 
potential problems from the beam-beam instability that had been observed at CBX Tbe committee 
felt that more data from CBX was needed. In 1965, the Laslett committee reviewed new data from 
CBX and recommended that the AEC proceed with the SLAC project. 

Then followed a saga of proposal submissions and dashed hopes; redesigns to simplify and lower 
costs, and modifications to incorporate all of the new ideas generated b" colliding-beam studies 
around the world. John Rees, an accelerator physicist who had worked on the CEA synchrotron, 
joined me in 1965, and the two of us kept the group together through the long wait Rees' 
contribution was essential to the success of the project. 

In 1965, the remarkable increases in Federal funding for the physical sciences, triggered in the 
Eisenhower years by the Soviet Sputnik spacecraft, came to an end. Our project was not included 
in the budget. In 1966, the proposal was submitted for tbe third time and. in spite of the strong 
recommendation of an advisory committee chaired by George Pake, it was not funded. Similarly 
in 1967, 1968. 1869, and 1970, in spite of increasingly strong endowments by the High Energy 
Physics Advisory Panel, no construction funds were available 

Finally, in 1970, a breakthrough occurred because of an intervention by the then Controller 
of the AEC, John P. Abbadessa- Abbadessa was interested in science as well as in the financial 
management of the AEC. Be became fascinated by the concept of an electron and positron 
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annihilating and turning into other kinds of particles and did what only a great bureaucrat can 
do—be advised us OD bow to present the project so that no specific hjgh-level approval was required 
A construction project was turned into an experiment, and, with the enthusiastic support of the 
high-energy-physjcs program people of the Atomic Energy Commission, SLAC proceeded to build 
the project out of its on-going budget. The SPEAR project is illustration in Fig 7. 

Construction started in October of 197D, and the first beam was 6tored in April of 1972 
Thanks to the early Frascati result*, the project still had Jts 4ir magnetic detector, B which was so 
essential to the experiment*! program that lead to the "November Revolution " Those results will 
be described by Gersan Goldhaber at this conference. 

During all this time, the CEA group had not dropped out of the eolliding-beam business. 
Robinson and Voss of CEA had invented tbe "low./T interaction region 1 0—a vital contribution 
to tbe sciezitrSc productivity of colliding beams. Low-/? allowed much higher luminosity than the 
previous system within tbe constraints on beam stability imposed by the beam-beam interaction 
Experimenters are always looking for higher yield in any given process to allow them to study more 
subde effects, and low-f? allowed an increase of between a factor c. 10 and 100 in the yield of a 
given process AU of tbe modern colliding-beam machines incorporate this idea. 

The CCA group, while not funded for a major colhdmg-beam project, came up with an idea 
en bow to modify their synchrotron to allow the storage of electrons and positrons and carry out 
some limited ccUidiag-beam studies. They designed a "by-pass" that switched the low-intensity 
d-cn?»ting beams that could be accelerated into a section of the synchrotron on a parallel track to 
the synchrotron itself that had a low-# interaction region and room for an experiment 

John Rees, in a IflSS article en colliding beams, 1 1 summed up the by-pass project very well 

And even then t i t luminosity of CEA was not limited by the beam-beam limit; it 
was limited by the incredible complexity and difficulty of the CEA operating cycle 
I think that the saga of CEA is the Book of Job of the accelerator builders They 
were afflicted by ewery handicap that could have been visited upon them, yet they 
persevered, and in tbe end the Lord loved them and they got the right value of R 
Of course, nobndy believed it. The machine was loo hard to operate 

The DESY laboratory, which became such an important player in the colliding-beam business 

in the 1950s, was not involved in tbe early developments In the mid-1960s, the laboratory was 

discussing the appropriate next step beyond their existing 6-GeV electron synchrotron There were 

two camps at DESY: one wanted to increase the energy of the synchrotron, while the other wanted 

to build an e*e" collider, and they were at an impasse 

A critical meeting in the history of DESY took place at SLAC in 1966 WtllibaM Jenttk*1. 

then director of the DESY laboratory, brought the senior staff members who were the strongest 
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advocates of the synchrotron approach to a four-hour meeting with Sidney Drell. Panofsky and 
me on coltiding-bearo pbytics, technology, etc Jentske was clearly using us as the sales force if 
convince his staff to buy into colliding beam* 

DESY soon decided to proceed with DORIS, a 3-GeV tut*-ring e*t~ machine The double-ring 
configuration that they chose gave rise to beam instabilities that are understood now. but that 
seriously limited the performance of the DORIS facility then With the return of Voss from CEA 
to DESY, the coitiding-beam program at that laboratory began to make great strides The PETRA 
e*e~ machine and the BERA ep machine have and will make great contributions to physics, but 
those are stories for the next conference in this series. 

The development of cotliding-beam storage rings for electron-positron collisions reached a 
plateau with the completion of SPEAR that has lasted to the present day The subsequent machines 

Project Beam Energy (GeV) Location 

CESR 8 Cornell 
PEP 17 SLAC 
PETRA 22 DESY 
TRISTAN 35 KEK 
LEP 100 CERN 

all are scale-ups of SPEAR- There was nothing new until the development of the linear collider, 
which is generally acknowledged to be the replacement for storage rings for very-high-energj 
electron-positron collisions, and the return of the two-ring machine with the design of the various 
"factory" machines (B-Factory, Tau-Charm Factory. Phi-Factory) These new developments are 
not coupled to the rise of the Standard Model, aod so their stones too can wait until the next 
conference. 

VII. Electron-Proton Collider* 
I want to mention this topic briefly for, although the commissioning of HERA, the first 

electron-praton colliding beam facility, happened only in 1992. the story starts a long time ago 
It began with a meeting in 1971 at SLAC involving Dieter Mohl (CERN). Claudio Pellegrini 
(Frascati). Andrew Sessler (LBL), and John Rees. Mel Schwartz and myself of SLAC A paper 
was presented at the 1971 accelerator conference by Rees. 1 2 which aroused great interest Four 
proposals soon appeared: from the Rutherford Laboratory (EPIC), from Frascati (Super ADONE). 
from SLAC/LBL (PEP) and from KEK (TRISTAN"} The first two were never built, while the 
second two turned into e + e~ colliders when funding limits and lack of experience with the required 
superconducting magnets forced the elimination of the proton rings 
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Eleciron-piolon colliders were proposed again al CEKN m tin* nud-lSTUt as an upgrade to 
lii* SPS. but thai project lost out in a competition with tin- prou>!i-aiit proton collider that I will 
discuss later 

Xoit the HERA project Bt DESY is operating and the ••.xprnm^iital program has begun making 
bigh-ieiierg} electron-proton colliders a reality 

V I L Proton-Proton and Proton-AniiprotoLi Colliders 

As J mentioned earher, the first studies on colliding beams were aimed at proton colliders 

Injection, s l i d i n g , the effects of non-linear resonances, etc . were not nell understood, however, 

and so the actual realisation of colliding-beam machines began with tli<- electron rolhders The 

firoion machines were not forgotten, however, and serious studies continued in ll»- earh 1960s at 

both Broolkhaven National Laboratory in the I S and ai CERN jn Europe 

Al flrookhaven there were two optjons. one was to build storage rings 4.0 go with the AGS 

synchrotron, and the other was a (major program to upgrade the AGS and greatly increase its 

intensity as a fixed-target machine I was not privy to any of the discussions, nor have J had 

access to any of the minutes of relevant meetings at Brookhaveii The laboratory decided to drop 

the colliding-beam project and proceed with the AGS upgrade project It would be interesting to 

understand why. 

CERN took the opposite course and decided to proceed with the construction of what would 

become the ISR Serious study of the possibility began tn 1960, the CERN council approved the 

project m 1965. construction began in 1666, and the first collisions were achieved in 1971. Kjell 

Johnsen elsewhere ID these proceedings tells the ISR story, and so ] will not go into any details here 

ft was a brilliantly conceived and executed project that should have contributed much more than 

it actually did to tbe rise of the Standard Model The problem was with the choice of experiments, 

which mainiy emphasized smalJ-transverse-rnomentum phenomena that turned out not to be very 

relevant to tht Standard Model 

One can sty that the discovery of W and Z bosons at CERN was the final step in the 

confirmation of the Standard Model, and so 1 will go into much more detail on this story 

Anliproton~proion (pp) colliders first come into focus in a talk by G 1 Budlcer (of the Institute 

of Nuclear Physics at Novosibirsk) at the 1666 Saclay conference on storage r i n g s 1 3 Budker's 

talk (presented in the Proceedings only in summary form} contains all the key elements of a 

workable protan-antiproLoc collider system He included an outline of the machine design and 

a brief description of a damping technique that would allow the accumulation of a large number 

of antrprotons in a small enough phase space to make sufficient luminosity for experimental work 

Budker's talk also discussed tbe physics potential of such machines 
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The damping mechanism described by Budker waa tin- M>-<aJW "elfctr<j)i rooting' u-chniqut- in 

which a beam of electrons with small transverse ami longitudinal welontv >p(vads ftuoM ••u-sUt-am 

with a proton beam of much larger velocity spread, exchanging •>>. >m»-iitiin> with lh» |>fotuu» thr>>bj;)i 

the ruulomb interaction and thus decreasing the teloritv spread 11: thf proton b<jtu I'mJuigi 

and increasing the velocity spread in the electron beam (Lt-atitigl A iu<>re detaib-J [>d}»-r *a-> 

presented in 'Atomic Energy" 22, 346 (1967). and a rompl>*i>- dem-nptiun of tin- ytuyri tin-} 

began to construct tn Novosibirsk was given in a paper by Sknnskv m the 7lucertliug* of the 

1971 Internationa) AcceEerator Conference. A demonstrat ion of electron cvoling w u made, hut 

the project was never completed as an antiproton-proton collider both because it went tlowli tor 

financial reasons and because il proved difficult in practice to get fail enough coolu;); rate* with 

this co-streaming electron technique The project was eventually converted to an elect run-positron 

colliding beam ring (V'EPP IV) and has been running for several yean 

The next step was the invention in 1968 by Simon Van d*r Mcer of CERN of an alternative 

technique of cooling catted stochastic cooling In essence this technique senses density fluctuations 

in a beam and damps them out by an active feedback system The first formal report on stochastic 

cooling was issued in 1972 (CERN ISR/PO/72-31). although the discovery was known throughout 

the accelerator community soon after it was made and tbere probably exist internal reports of 

the ISR group that describe it. Stochastic cooling had a great potential advantage over electron 

coaling in Chat the cooling rate was independent of energy, while m the case of electron coo'ing 

the rate decreased as the 5th power of the energy The optimum energy for antiproton production 

is much higher than the best energy for electron cooling, and thus, to use the electron technique, 

complex beam manipulations were required to decelerate the antiproion beams to an appropriate 

energy—typically a few hundred MeV. Stochastic cooling could be applied at the energy wherp 

the anliprotons were optimally produced. Experiments were carried out at tbe ISR in the first half 

of the 1970s that showed that stochastic tooting worked as Van der Meer has predicted Indeed 

there were informal discussions at CERN about possible antiproton-proton collisions in the ISR. 

but there was insufficient interest on the part of the experimental community because there was no 

energy advantage in the antiproton-proton system and the luminosity of the proton-proton collider 

was much higher. 

The next step came from the decision by R. R Wilson, then director of Fermilab. to build th«" 

energy doubter. Initial discussions centered on the possibility of making a proton-prut on collider 

by making a beam circulating in the FNAL conventional ring collide with a beam circulating in 

the superconducting ring. The first suggestion of cms possibility is. I believe, in a letter from Clin*-

and myself to Wilson in 1974 or early 1975. 

By the time of the Fermilab program committee meeting in June of 1976. three very different 

proposals were in hand. One proposed a 25-GeV high-current proton nng whose beam would collide 
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villi liur beaui JU the existing main ring,'41 a f-econd projjua. d ]jruiijii-jiTulun collisiuiih between a 

1-TeV beam m the He* doubler rin.g and a I&u-GeV h*aiii Hi tin- oM msiu ring l ! l and a third 

jjropased auiiproLciii-pruton collision al em-rgic-s uji in 1 'J^Y p<-r brum m Liu- tu>v; mam ring "• 

This last proposal evolved into bolh the CERN SjqiS collider and llii- "1 matron collider 

The jp/> concept was detailed in a paper by Cline Alrlntyre and Huhhia m thr~ Pron-edingii of 

the !976 Keutrino Conference at Aachen, describing th< possibility of making a very-high-eiwrgv 

aaliprotcD-proton collidiEg-beam facility using one ring of an existing machine J Jul paper 

described the full system, including the requirements fur lin- a nil proton source, L!I<- specification 

for ihe cooling technique (either electron or stochastic coolu^;. aniiprolou yield estimates, 

accumulation tune, ele It also described tlie physics motivation emphasizing the search for thi

l l ' and Z 

I have asked at Fermilab about the origins of th<> pj> concept, and 1 have been told by 

R R Wilson that the first *"hare bones" suggestion cam*? from Mrfniyre, and thai Clm/-- Mrlntyre, 

and Rtibbia took it from there The proposal included R R Reeder and L Sulak 

Fermilab was not enthusiastic about proceeding rapidly with any of the proposals Proposal 

P-97S required a new 25 GeV ring and would divert resources from the Tevatron program Proposals 

P-49I and 492 required the completion of the Tevatron, and Wilson fill that not enough was known 

about superconducting magnets to make a firm schedule at that time 

Ruibbia was cot content with what he regarded as an excessively conservative and slow approach 

ax Fermilab tie returned to CERN and worked with Van der Meer and others tn the accelerator 

physics groups at CERN to produce a detailed design Leon van Hove, then Co-Director General, 

had the vision to recognize the importance of a high-energy antiproton-prolon collider to physics 

and to CERN, and he overcame the inertia of the CERN system, gaining formal approval of a 

two-stage process. The two stages were to include a large-scale test of the cooling schemes and 

then, if that were successful, the budding of a full-scale project 

The role of van Hove is not veil known The SP5 proton accelerator had been operating only 

for a few years John Adams, who had brilliantly led that project. was Executive Director General 

of the entire lab and van Hove was Scientific Director General {an experiment in divided leadership 

that CERN tried only this one time). CERN had been operating the costly SPS proton synchrotron 

for only a few years, aad discussions were in full swing on the possibility of the LEP project, a 

27 km-circumference electron-positron collider that dwarfed the SPS Adams was concerned abou) 

the possible reaction of the CERN member states to an expensive SPS and to an even more costly 

LEP. and still another new, although relatively small, ppproject tucked in between Van HCAC fell 

very strongly that the scientiSc potential of the pp was such that CERN must move ahead with it 

if it were feasible. 
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They Lad argued about it several limes without coming to an agreement I was present at a 
meeting with both of tbem that started as a discussion of LLP and drifted on to tin- pp collider 
topic 1 was the sole audience and the discussion grew quite heated It reached the point where van 
Huve reminded Adams that be, van Hove, was the Scientific Director General, that in his oj.miuu 
the case for the pp collider was overwhelming, and that if Adams did not hack the proj«'<'i in lh>-
Council van Hove would resign1 They then abruptly realized that I was still [here, and thr* meeting 
ended with embarrassed mumbles 

I have never mentioned this incident except once or twice to van Huve When the Rubbia-Vau 
der Meer Nobel Prize was annrtinced, I not only wrote to congratulate the Laureates but also wrotr 
to van Hove telling him that at least one person in the physics community knew that without him 
there would have been no pp collider In a conference devoted to the Risr of the Standard Model, 
it seems to be appropriate to break my 15-year silence. 

The rest of the story of the CERN pp collider is well known The cooling experiment worked a* 
predicted by Van der fcteer Roy Billinge and Van der Meer led the construction of the antiproton 
source at CERN. F*rmilab. under the leadership of Leon Lederman. decided to slay out of a race 
with CERN for the W and Z and stick to the Tevatron program and the superconducting-magnet 
technology development that is so important to the proton machines of today The CERN pp collider 
worked well, culminating with the discovery of the IV and Z by experiments UA-1 and l'A-2. and 
an essential confirmation of the Standard Model. Van der Meer's invention made it possible, and 
Rubbia's drive and determination brought it about 

0 Conclus ion 

From the start of the first collider, CBX. to the time of this conference is 34 year* and the 

colliders have taken over the world of high-energy physics This paper traces the main threads 

in the evolution of the technology. It is not a complete history of colliding beams and leaves out 

important contributions from Orsay, BNL. Cornell. Fermilab, KEK and Novosibirsk, that advanced 

the art but are not clearly related to the topic of this meeting 

Looking back from now to then, we see that the electron colliders came first because the 

technology was easier, and relatively small facilities could and did make great contributions to 

physics. The evolution of the electron machines was very rapid, reaching a plateau with SPEA ft 

wherein alt of the elements of all the storage rings that have been built sir.ee were in place LEP 

marks the culmination of the storage-ring technology, for electron machines have a scaling law or 

costs with energy that is quadratic and makes it to costly to go much further with the storage-ring 

technique. Fortunately, the linear collider, first reahied with the SLC at 5LAC. has tome along to 

replace the storage ring, and an active international R&D program is in progress aimed at (he next 

step in very-high-energy electron colliders 

http://sir.ee
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The fact that the czily electron machines were Jow-cost and extremely productive created a 

climate where, for larger and more cosily machines, technological and unenlific "success" was Un

expected norm, and it was reJatively easy, post-SPEAR, to obtain funding for larger projects 

The proton colliders, on the other fraud, came more slowly because the technology was man' 

difficult and because, if A collider were to make major advances in physics, the maclmi- lidd to 

be large and costly from the beginning The ISR was a brilliant success, as an accelerator project 

but t i e choice of initial exneximentb virtually precluded the discovery of the new partides and the 

large-transverse-momentum phenomena that are the stuff of the Standard Model Thus (here was 

no "demand pull," a* the economists would say, from the physicists until the Standard Modd itself 

began to unfold. The CERN £pcollider was the first result of this demand pull, and that sami-

demand is driving the programs to realise the SSC and the LHC 

I think we all hope tbat the next conference in this ernes is entitled "Beyond the Standard 

Model," and, if so. it is certain that the high-energy high-luminosity proton machine now 

being built, the low-energy, high-luminosity electron factories., and the high-energy linear electron 

colliders, all will have made an essential contribution to whatever unfold!. 
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rate it Lite with Quantum Electrodynamics H<- gate u» an f vi-r.:s.- K. i-jkulaii- ih- ajimlnl.tituii 

cross section of an electron and a posilraa into a pair of sjuni-T 1 • <-|.,»rg»"J parti--l«. I soked 

the" problfm and suddenly realized that r-niesoit^ a«d A-Ht*-st/ft» uvrv sweb par:**-!*-* thai 

any structure that they had would modify the crovi section and thai the rollidmg-tf*-,irii 

technique, if it worked, could be modified to do the experiment 

6 A n excellem scientific biography of Tcusdiek is The Brutiv Tutischtk Legacy l>\ Lrluar-j-
Amaldi CERN §1-19 (Geneva: CERN. I9$l) 

' The effective intensity of a celtiding-beam machine is measured b> it* luminosity, u h f h 

is the reaction rate that would be observed for a process with a cress section of one Ji >•• 

proportional to the product of currents in the colliding beams, divided by the effective overlap 

area 

5Proceedings of the International Conference on Higit-Entrgy Accelerator* (Dubna. 1963} 

*Re*s and E were under great pressure to reduce the cost of the project One possibility was 
to eliminate the magnetic detector in favor of a much less costh detector wuh no magnetic 
field. We were traveling home from a meeting at Frascau in '6£ or '69, where I had m> first 
opportunity to see the A DONE data and talk in detail with the experimenters We spent much 
of the time talking about the results, and I came to the conclusion that the ~4T" magnetic 
detector was essential to understanding the phvijes No matter what the implications on th* 
SPEAR schedule, we had to preserve it 

°K W Robinson and G A Voss. CEA Technical Note. 1961 or 1356 I have bet-n unabl*> «<> 

find a copy of this note, and so cannot give the exact citation It is however mcntion-d. hu< 

not referenced, in a CEA report oit the bypass project that was issued in late 1966 
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Figure Capt ions 

1 Energy available in lb* constituent center-of-mass systfin HTMJV tiro*- fur ih>- <*!«-ctrc*it and 

proton rollidmg-beam machines The open circles and »ijuarf> represent marlim*-* undrr 

construction or in the planning phase 

'i Radtatto.i damping in an electf" storage ring with an appr<ij>ri.ii>- magnet ronfiguraituii lead-, 
to a decrease in oscillation ampl̂ <> ie. allowing another inj<»rt*d pulse to damp down uu tv*-
of the previously injected ones. 

3. The partially assembled Princeton-Stanford storage ring Thf lower halves of ih«» magnets ar«-
in place and the vacuum chamber » installed Radio-frequency cavities and U'a»> iraiis;»*fri 
to the rings are yet to be installed. The picture is from some tune in 1962 

4 Feyntnan diagram for e*e~ annihilation The electron and positron form a virtual photon 

which can then produce any final-State coupling to thf el*etru>»agnelic field constrained only 

by the conservation of energy, angular momentum, etc 

5 Ad A, -he first electron-positron storage ring 

6 The ratio ft of the inclusive i n s section for hadron production to the cross wciion for 
/i-meson pair production versus center-of-mass energy Tin- results from the thro- ADONK 
experiments differed widely, bat all of ihem were very large compared to the theoretical 
expectations of chat time, shown by the solid line 

~ SPEAR as it was in 1972. The bousing is movable shielding blocks, and the buildings are 

portable ft was the absence of permanent civil construction that allowed the project to b>> 

dubbed "an experiment." 
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